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The monthly report was specifically designed to facilitate the early
recognition of a reversal in business conditions, from expansion to con-
traction and from contraction to expansion. By bringing together the
evidence on the likelihood of a turning point, it was intended to help
reduce the time required to reach agreement on the political actions
to be taken. Similarly, insofar as it provided, during a contraction, an
early indication of its possible ultimate severity, the report may also
have been helpful in choosing among alternative countercyclical meas-
ures. This reporting system, it is believed, provided a useful instrument
to diagnose changing business conditions and to guide countercyclical
actions.
The report organizes and presents generally available economic
statistics in ways that are helpful in answering some of the key questions
in short-term business forecasting. Its essential feature is that the
economic series are arranged according to their usual timing relations
during the course of business cycles. It also presents many analytical
measures computed from these series, which are similarly arranged
according to typical timing relations. The series included were selected
on the basis of historical records of their timing and conformity to the
business cycle as well as for their theoretical significance.
This type of report is not designed to meet the statistical needs
of other economic problems, such as accelerating long-term growth or
improving industrial organization. For example, over short periods,
expenditures for new plant and equipment may lag behind industrial
production because of the time required to get large new projects under
way. On the other hand, over long periods, these expenditures tend
to lead industrial production because they provide the additional facil-











bp to date elec-and equipment cannot be used directly to forecast business cycle turn-
ing points in production, but they can be helpful in forecasting the
growth of different industries or geographic regions. For such reasons,
different types of economic data and entirely different statistical meas-
ures may be necessary for these economic problems.
The questions of importance in analyzing the current business
situation change as the economy moves from one stage of the business
cycle to the next. Thus, at the beginning of a recession it is important
to judge what its duration and ultimate severity are likely to be. The
rapidity of the decline compared with declines in previous recessions is
also of concern. As the recession unfolds, interest shifts to indications
of an upturn, and after an upturn seems in sight, to its confirmation.
At the beginning of an expansion the question of immediate interest is
how soon the previous peak levels will be attained and exceeded. This
is followed by questions regarding the vigor and duration of the rise
and the probability of inflation. Finally, interest shifts to initial indica-
tions of a downturn and itseventual confirmation. Because these
questions change continually, a report on economic indicators must be
flexible; the emphasis and arrangement of the statistical material must
change accordingly. Flexibility is also required of the series used. For
example, during the spring and summer of 1960, the government took
measures to stimulate the economy by increasing the money supply,
changing regulations in order to expand housing, and accelerating
government expenditures, particularly for defense and public roads.
Hence, during the fall and early winter months, series on the money
supply, on housing and public roads construction, and on Defense
Department obligations assumed special significance, since they pro-
vided direct evidence on the effectiveness of the government actions
taken. Flexibility in the presentation of tbe tables and charts, and in
the analytical measures and the series shown, was one of the principal
features of the monthly report. Flexibility isalso required to take
advantage of new findings on business cycles, new techniques, and
newly constructed time series. This requirement accounts, in large part,
for the bulkiness of the monthly report. Not all the detailed entries in
the numerous tables need, or indeed can, be studied every month.
They are provided for reference if and when needed, and experience
has shown that they are needed at one time or another during the
course of a business cycle.
Economic time series are the raw materials for this reporting sys-
tem. However, these series are not released in a form that is most
suitable for business cycle analysis because most of them reflect a
composite of cyclical, seasonal, secular, and irregular fluctuations.
Month-to-month cyclical changes are obscured by other kinds of monthly
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movements in most economic series. Thus, in a carefully selected sample
of 150 series covering the period since World War II, the average
monthly amplitude of the seasonal factor exceeded that of cyclical
movements in 75 per cent of the series.1 A refinement process is required
to separate the underlying, more meaningful cyclical movements from
seasonal and irregular movements. Adjustments for the number of
working days and for variable holidays, such as Easter and Labor Day,
are also required. Secular changes need not be distinguished separately.
In the first place, they are usually small over short inteivals, and, in the
second place, it has been found more helpful to treat the cycle and
trend elements in combination.2
The most modern data-processing equipment was used to disen-
tangle the cycle trend from other typesfluctuations. Electronic com-
puters and time series programs made p.ossible the rapid processing of
a very large number of time series each month. Partly because of these
resources, the preparation of each monthly report was accomplished
in a few days, and the results became available shortly after the middle
of the month following that covered by the data.
Changes and adaptations were made in this reporting system as
experience was gained in using it. Although its usefulness could not be
tested under laboratory conditions as understood in the physical sciences,
the form of the report was nevertheless hammered out in a realistic
environment, where the figures were studied each month by govern-
ment officials engaged in high-level discussions of economic policy.
It has been found that this reporting system facilitates the identi.fi-
cation of cyclical turning points shortly after they have occurred.
Similarly, it facilitates the identification of changes in other features
of the business cycle, for example, from rapid to slow expansion. It is
also helpful in anticipating such changes. However, it does not supply
an automatic or explicit forecast of changing business conditions, nor
will it pinpoint the month of a cyclical turning date in advance. It
can be a valuable statistical tool in the hands of a skillful and well-
informed analyst of changing business conditions. It is not a mechanical
guide to the future.
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS CYCLE INDICATORS
Sixty-five economic series are used to depict the major short-term
changes in the United States economy, together with seven additional
'Cyclical movements however, usually be dominant if longer periods are con-
sidered. Thus, seasonal movements will virtually cancel each other out in a year,
whereas cyclical movements will usually cumulate over periods, longer than a year.
'See Measuring Cycles, pp. 37-38, and Chapter 7, pp. 270-309.
15series on industrial production in other countries. Fifty-oneof these
have been classified into "leading," "roughly coincident,"or "lagging"
groups, according to their typical behavior in past business ccles, fol-
lowing the National Bureau plan.3 Fluctuationsin these three main
groups of series present a continuous, never-ending flow. Movements
of the leading series, twenty-nine of whichare included in the report,
provide clues to subsequent fluctuations inaggregate economic activity.
The early movers belong to fivegroups: (1) sensitive employment and
unemployment indicators (six series); (2)new investment commitments
(eight series); (3) new businesses and business failures (fourseries); (4)
profits and stock prices (four series); and (5) inventoryinvestment, buy-
ing policy, and sensitive commodity prices (seven series). Thefluctua-
tions of the roughly coincident series, of which thereare fifteen, express
or approximate in different ways the volume of aggregate economic
activity. These are classified into groups covering: (1) employmentand
unemployment (six series); (2) production and demand (fourseries);
and (3) income, trade, and prices (five series). Therole of the seven lag-
ging series is partly to confirm the movements of the coincidentseries and
in some cases to reflect conditions that may bring abouta cyclical reversal
in the leading and, later on, in the coincident series. Theseseries fall
under the following headings: investment expenditures,cost per unit
of output, inventories, consumer debt, and interestrates.
There are, of course, other economicprocesses besides those rneas-
ured by the indicators that have a causal role in cyclical fluctuations.
Fourteen of the principal series that do not qualifyas indicators accord-
ing to the National Bureau criteria of consistency in timingand con-
forrnity to historical business cycles are included ina fourth group,
"other series with business cycle significance." The role ofsuch series in
interpreting current economic changes can be illustrated by the 1960-61.
recession. Some economists believe that this recessionwas triggered by
thereduction in the money supply (series 85) after the middle of1959
and by the shift from a large cash deficit toa surplus during 1959-60
(series 84). Thus, these two series, whichare not included in the list
of indicators, are nevertheless pertinent toan understanding of business
cycle developments. A fifth group includesseven production indexes
for the principal industrial countries with which the UnitedStates trades.
All these series, with measures of their leadsor lags, are listed in
Table 1. Asterisks identify the series in the National Bureau'smost
recent list of hvent -six indicators, which provides a set of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators with relatively little duplication.The
See "Leading and Confirming Indicators of General Business Changes," by Geoffrey
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additional series given here are partly duplicative, but appear necessary
either because they are available more promptly or at more frequent
intervals or because they cover some strategic aspect of economic
activity not separately distinguished.
All seventy-two series are plotted in Chart 2 from 1948 to April
1981. This basic chart conveys a large amount of information, historical
as well as current, about the performance of the economy and the inter-
relations of different economic sectors or processes. Seasonal variations
have been eliminated where they are present in the raw data, The
movements of each series are shown against the background of the
expansions and contractions of the general business cycle so that leads
and lags can readily be detected and unusual developments spotted.
In each monthly report the seasonally adjusted figures for each
series were shown in tabular form for a thirty-month period, ending in
the current month. A portion of this table is shown in Table 2. The
high values for this period are identified by bold face and the subse-
quent' low values by italics.4 These simple devices appear to have sub-
stantially improved the usefulness of the basic data table in the report.
They provide a graphic view of the distribution of high and low values,
thereby facilitating judgments about the current phase of the business
cycle. A summary tabulation based on them appears later in the report
and is described below.
ANALYTICAL MEASURES OF CURRENT TRENDS
Since the behavior of a large number of series is to grasp, sum-
mary measures are required. Several different kinds (described below)
are used in this reporting program, besides the aggregates such as gross
national product that are shown in the preceding chart and table. In
business cycle studies, it is essential to include a wide variety of activi-
ties. The compilation of appropriate summary measures has been
hampered by the conceptual difficulty of combining different activities
and then of weighting the components appropriately. The summary
measures compiled for this report are grouped according to their cyclical
timing; that is, to obtain a consensus of the movements of many series,
it has been found useful to combine series with similar business cycle
characteristics, regardless of their other properties. Each summary
measure, therefore, includes only.leading, or only coincident, or only
lagging series. The weighting problem has thus far been simply, though
Where possible, the high and low values represent specific cycle peaks and
troughs (see Measuring Bu.riness Cycles, pp. 56-66). Otherwise, they are merely











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1: Explanatory Notes
Thi.stable presents a list of the 72 principal business cycle indicators used in
the monthly report. it shows the 1960 list of 26 NBER ecoiomic indicators
(identified by asterisks) and 25 closely related supplementary series. These
supplementary series provide data which may be more sensitive to business
cycles but with a narrower scope (e.g., new orders for machinery and equip-
merit),whichare available more promptly or more frequently (the monthly
price-unit labor cost index series as an estimate of the quarterly profit margin
series and temporary layoffs as an estimate of the layoff rate), or which have
only a short historical record (capital appropriations). Additional series repre-
sent major uncovered area.s of the economy with business cycle significance
(e.g., federal receipts from and payments to the public, and foreign trade)
and activities which measure potential countercyclical actions (e.g., money
supply and military obligations). Sotne of these conform fairly well to the
business cycle, for example, imports. Finally, industrial production indexes
• for several countries which have important trade relations with the United
States are included.
Fifty-one indicators are grouped according to their usual timing relations
and within these groups according to type of economic activity. Twenty-nine
series usually have led turns in aggregate economic activity (as measured, e.g.,
by gross national product, non farm. employment, or industrial production)
and therefore are designated as "leading" series, in accordance with National
Bureau terminology; one group of these series pertains to activities in the
labor market, another to orders and contracts, and so on. Fifteen series are
either direct measures of aggregate economic activity or move roughly to-
gether with it (e.g., non farmwholesale prices) and hence are referred to as
"roughly coincident" series. Seven series have usually lagged behind turns
in aggregate economic activity and therefore are designated as "lagging" series.
Fourteen series are in the miscellaneous group "other series with business
cycle significance." Industrial production indexes are shown for the O.E.E,C.
countries combined and for 6 foreign countries: the United Kingdom, Canada,
Cermany, France, Italy, and Japan. For convenience, the U.S. index of indus-
trial production is again shown wit/i these series.
All series are seasonally adjusted except those which do not seem to
experience seasonal variations, namely, index of stock prices (19), index of
industrial materials prices (23), buying policy, production materials (26), buy-
ing policy, capital expenditures (27), vendor performance (32), bank rates
on short-term loans (67), and free reserves (98). Moving averages are fitted to
some of the more irregular series, such as federal receipts from and payments





Sixty-oneseries are monthly (M) and 11 are quarterly (Q).Someof the
monthly series are available more frequently. Thus, the stock price and
industrial materiaLs price series are available daily. Initial claims for insured
unemployment and insured unemployed are available weekly, and have been
sca.sonally adjusted for these more frequent time periods. In these cases, data
for the most recent day or week are included in the tables and charts of the
monthly series.
The leading series have been assigned the block of numbers 1-39; the
coincident series, 40-59; the lagging series, 60-79; the other series with busi-
ness cycle significance, 80-119; and foreign series 120-149. These numbers
are for identification purposes only and do not necessarily reflect series
relationships or order within these major groupings.
For an explanation of the criteria used in selecting and classifying indi-
cators, see "Statistical Indicators of Revivals and Recessions" by Geoffrey H.
Moore, Business Cycle Indicators, Volume I, Chapter 7.
1950ic














Business Cycle Indicators, 1948-61
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33CHART 2(continued)



































































































































Heavy lines indicate 3-month moving average; latest data for 3-month moving































































































































Part E: Industrial Production Indexes of Selected Countries (concluded)
(July)(Aug.) (July) (Apr.) (May) (F.b.)














































Figrires enclosed in rectangular boxes indicate the latest data plotted. Arabic
numerals indicate months; Roman numerals, quarters.
Various ratio and arithmetic scales are used irs order to highlight the cyclical
timing and pattern for each series. Since different scales are used, the rates of
change are not comparable from series to series.
Shaded areas represent NBER recession periods (P=peak, T=trough).

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table2: Explanatory Notes regularlyto 1
Amplituc Thi.s table giving recent data for 11 selected indicators illustrates the kinds
of data provided each month for all 72 indicators. The actual figures are indexes, whic
helpful in interpreting minor movements in the charts and providing revised summary me
statistics. Data for all indicators are given in Appendix C for the period January ments in the
1 958-June 1961. Historical data for most of these series are given in Business interpreting
Cycle Indicators, Volume II.
This table also illustrates the method used to identify the most recent AMPLITUDE-'\
high arid low values. The high values for the 1958-60 expansion are in bold
A R face; in most cases these can now be designated specific cycle peaks, but in
DJUSTEDA
some the ensuing declines have not been large or protracted to The first
warrant this designation. The subsequent low values are in italics. isolated for leading,
erratic high or low values are ignored where they can be clearly identified as difficult to co
such. Where there are ties, the identification of highs and lows is sometimes the series sic based on data carried to additional digits. if the values are still tied, the worked new most recent value is designated as the high or low. This identification of the
high and iow values facilitates an economic interpretation of the summary fluctuations.
measures, especially the timing distributions (Tables 5 and 6), since it shows Some ee
which economic activities reached their most recent highs and lows as of the percentage cI
report date. It also provides a graphic view of the distribution of values around changes for st


















42perhaps not adequately, handled: each series used has been given
equal weight. A crude weighting scheme is, however, implicit in our
methods, since an attempt is made to keep the number of series repre-
senting different activities roughly balanced rather than to allow any
single type of activity to dominate. Moreover, because of our selection
process, relatively heavy weight is given to those processes that conform
regularly to business cycles.
Amplitude-adjusted general indexes and comprehensive diffusion
indexes, which cover varieties of economic activities, provide convenient
summary measures of the timing, pattern, and scope of cyclical move-
ments in the economy as a whole, and reference frames for judging and
interpreting cyclical changes in the individual indicators.
AMPLITUDE-ADJUSTED GENERAL INDEXES AND
ADJUSTED RATES OF CHANGE
The first summary measures are amplitude-adjusted general indexes
for leading, coincident, and lagging indicators. These are especially
difficult to compile, conceptually, because there are differences among
the series not only in the economic covered (e.g., hours
worked, new orders, and prices), but also in the amplitudes of their
fluctuations.
Some economic time series typically have greater period-to-period
percentage changes than others. Averages of conventional percentage
changes for series with varying amplitudes would be dominated by the
more volatile series; for instance, liabilities of business failures typically
has month-to-month percentage changes which are very large relative
to those found in the stock prices and industrial materials prices. If
percentage change series based on these three economic jndicators were
averaged together, the month-to-month movements in the resulting series
would be dominated by the movements in the failures series.
To reduce the differences in the amplitudes of various series, the
month-to-month percentage changes are modified by the use of a formula
w'hich makes the range of positive and negative values symmetrical.
These modified percentage changes for each series are then standardized
by dividing them by their average (without regard to sign). The
resulting series are, henceforth, referred to as adjusted rate of change
series. The average month-to-month change (without regard to sign)
of such a standardized series will be one. Adjusted rate of change series
have several important advantages over conventional rate of change
series. First, it is possible to see at a glance whether the current month's
change in any series is above or below average—if it is less than one,














re s-till tied, the
it
of the
ofi.alues aroundSecond, it is possible to tell readily, from a comparison of the adjusted
rates of change for different series, which series in a group performed 2
relativelywell and which relatively poorly, over any given period of +
time. The series that had the largest rises performed best; those with the
smallest rises worst. Such judgments from similar comparisons of con-
ventional rates of change are not necessarily correct because they do
not take into account the past typical performance of the data.
Both conventional and adjusted month-to-month rates of change
for some of the monthly economic indicators are shown in Table 3
for the period from November 1960 to March 1961. An inspection of I +
corresponding columns in conventional and adjusted rates of change
will show how different the interpretations may be. Thus in column 8
the rises between January and February in commercial and industria'
construction contracts and stock prices are almost equal; in column 7, the
rise in stock prices is substantially greater than in contracts, because the
increasein stock prices was large in comparison with their past average
rateof change whereas the increase in contracts was relatively small. +
Again in column 3, the decline between January and February in non-
agricultural employment reported in the establishment survey appears
mild; in column 7, it appears pronounced. C
Thisstandardizing operation affects the month-to-month amplitudes
but not the pattern of fluctuation. The tota' cyclical rise and fall of the
different standardized series will not necessarily be the same; no attempt 2
has been made to standardize them. They are, however, likely to be +
more nearlequal than in the original series.
The adjusted rate of change series are cumulated into "amplitude-
adjusted general indexes." In each case the first value of the series is
setequal to 100.
There is also, of course, the problem of selecting the series to be
included in each of the indexes. The following criteria were used in
preparing the general indexes in the report. First, currency was given
a great deal of weight, because the index for the current month is
always compared with historical data. It is desirable in making such
comparisons to have comparable series coverage. For this reason, some E.
of the most important indicators were omitted from the indexes —
e.g.,quarterly series, such as gross national product and the bank
rate on short-term business loans, and the monthly series on the ac-
cession rate and the layoff rate, which are not available as promptly
asmost of the series in the report. Second, the smoothness of a series
animportant consideration because large irregularities relative .E
to the cyclical fluctuations even in a small number of series could

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3Table 3: Explanatory Notes
Theadjusted percentage changes for each series are derived by dividing the
successive monthly modified percentagechangesby their average (without
regard to sign) for 1948-60. The resulting series is in units of the average
modified percentage change and has an average (without regard to sign) of
one. Each series can then be compared with others and also with its own
average monthly performance. The conventional percentage changes are
computed in the usual way; see Appendix A.
Series which usually fall when general rises and ri.se when busi-
ness falls are so that rises are shown as declines and vice versa.
Inverted series, identified by "(mv.)," include the layoff rate, liabilities of
business failures. and the unemployment rate. The month -to-month percent-
changes above for these series are calculated in the usual way, but the
are reversed to facilitate interpretation of the cyclical movements; for
example. the unemployment rate rose 1.18 per cent between February and
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liabilities of business failures was excluded. Third, as far as possible
duplication was avoided. While this proved the most difficult criterion
to follow in practice, it nevertheless led to the exclusion of several series:
for example, total construction contracts and nonagricultural employ-
ment reported in the household survey. Finally, series expressed in
positive and negative values, such as changes in inventories and in un-
filled orders, had to be omitted for technical reasons.
The application of the criteria to the principal indicators yielded
general indexes based on a total of only seventeen series for the period
since World War II (eight leading, six coincident, and three lagging)
and fifteen for the earlier period. As can be seen in Table 4 and Chart
these indexes are all relatively smooth—indeed the reduction in irregu-
larity in the indexes compared with the component series is impressive,
particularly in the case of the leaders. Furthermore, the indexes trace
out the business cycle clearly, with notable differences in the timing
of their movements.
TIMING DISTRIBUTIONS
Timing distributions of current highs and lows appear to be helpful
in identifying business cycle turning points. Distribution of highs are
started after an expansion has been undex way for a few months, and
distributions of lows are begun when a contraction has proceeded for
several months. The highs are helpful in appraising the evidence for a
prospective business cycle downturn and dating it promptly after it
occurs, while the lows fill a similar role for an upturn.
To prepare timing distributions, the data for each of the principal
indicators over the period of the current cyclical phase are scanned
each month. During a business cycle contraction the low value for each
series is identified (see Table 2). For inverted series, that is, series that
conform inversely to general business, high values are identified during
contractions. The opposite procedure is followed during business cycle
expansions. If the values for two or more months are equally low (or
equally high), the latest of these is taken as the low (or high) month.
In selecting the low or high values, extremely erratic values are dis-
regarded. It is, of course, difficult to be sure a value is erratic, particu-
larly in the current month; sometimes this operation is simplified because
the circumstances causing the extreme value, such as a strike or its
termination, a large government contract, or a storm, are known.
Each month the selected values are cast into a timing distribution,
which shows the number of series reaching low values during each of
the preceding contraction months, or highs during each of the preceding
expansion months. Separate distributions are prepared for the leading,
47TABLE 4
NIONTHLYAMPLITUDES AND RELATED MEASURES OF GENERAL INDEXES











Eight leading series, 1948-60 .53.37.36.97 1 .973.381.9713.82
Six leading series, 1919-40 1.30.94.791.192 .732.371.729.74
Six coincident series. 1948-60 .71.46.55.84 1 .843.311.8416.56
Six coincident seriec. 1919-40 1.46.761.18.64 1 .643.871.9913.15
Three lagging series. 1948-60 .72.31.64.46 1 .485.631.9221,71
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quartet/ti series isTable 4: Notes
Theam plitude-ad;usted general indexesshown in Chart 3 were constructed
in the segments shown in Table 4, spliced together, andthen standardized once
again so that the average rnontli-to-nionth change(without regard to sign)
foreachseries equals one.
A brief definition of the measures shown in this table isgiven below;
more complete explanations appear in BusinessCycle Indicators, Volume I,
Chapter 17.
cr is the average month-to-month percentage changewithout regard to
sign in seasonally adjusted series.
Lis the same for the irregular component.
C is the same for the cyclical component which is asmooth, flexible
moving average. (Similar measures are available fromthe computer program
for the original observations, 0, and the seasonal component,S, but are not
included here.)
MCD represents months for cyclical dominance. Percentagechanges of
the irregular and cyclical factors are corn puled for consecutivemonths (Jan-
uary-February, February-March, etc.), 2-month spans (January-March,Febru-
ary-April, etc.), 3-month spans (January-April, February-May,etc.), and so
on. MCD is the first interval ofmonths for which the average (without regard
to sign) percentage change of the irregular factor isless than that of the cyclical
factor and remains so.
1/C is a measure of the relative smoothness (orirregularity) of the
seasonally adjusted seiics. It is shown above for one-month spansand for
spans of the period of MCD.This ratio is approximately equal for all MCD
periods except where MCD is given as 6 but is really greater, inwhich case
the ratio may be relatively high.
Average duration of run is a measure of smoothness,and is equal to the
average number of consecutivemonthly changes in the same direction, dis-
regarding zeros, in any series of observations.
The summary measures given above were computed by anadaptation
of the standard time series program whichdirectly computes these measures
for seasonally adjusted series. This isaccomplished by using the standard
program with a subroutine,which substitutes a series of numbers equal to
100 for each of the seasonal factors after they arecomputed. As a result, the
original observations (here seasonally adjusted series or seriesfree of season-
alittj) rea))peor in Table 13 of the standard programwhich shows the final
seasonally adjusted series, and, therefore, all the subsequent operations are
performed on these observations. I am indebted toGeoffrey H. Moore for
suggesting this simple technique for obtainingthe summary measures for
series free of seasonality. A computer program tocalculate these measures for
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for Decembe Chart3: Explanatory Notes
Significa
The methods of computing the amplitude-adjusted indexes and the ad-
justed rates of change on which they are based are described briefly in the text
any month ar
ing data tab)
and more fully in Appendix A. The indexes are obtained by cumulating month- business 'cycli to-month adjusted rates of change. Because of their greater irregularity, the shown in ad justed rate of change series shown in the chart are based on. changes in
component series over longer spans: for 1919-40, a 5-month span is used; groups of sen
and for 1948-61, a 3-month span. The month-to-month change in each index 1959 the econ
shown here averages one (without regard to sign). To accomplish this for the at the end of
adjusted rates of change series, the standardizing constants for the 5-month passed, and w
span figures and the 3-month span figures were averaged, and the month-to- part of the coi
mont/i changes were divided by the resulting figure. not yet been
The following series are included: July to Noven
steel strike eni
1. Leading series. For 1919-40, 6 series: average workweek (1); new their previous
orders, durable manufactures (6); nonf arm housing starts (7); commercial for 1960. In Ft
and industrial construction contracts (9); new business incorporations (13); currently at ti and Standard and Poor's index of stock prices (19). For 1948-60, series (6) and end of June, h (7) are replaced by new orders for machinery and equipment industries (24)
and by new private housing units authorized by local building permits (29). In have been past
addition, price-labor cost index (17) and spot market prices of industrial affected. ByO
materials (23) are included. rnents. with on
The timin
2. Coincident series. For 1919-28, 5 series: employment in nonagri- and the first t
cultural establishments (41); index of industrial production (47); bank debits December, At outside NYC (51); personal income (52); and retail sales (54). For 1929-40,
6 series: all the series included in 1919-28 and the index of wholesale prices and afl fourtee;
(55). For 1948-60, the same 6 series included in 1929-40, except that the A sharp impro'
index of wholesale prices is replaced by the inverted unemployment rate (43). coincidentseri
same in Febrw
3. Lagging series. For 1929-40 and 1948-60, 3 series: labor cost per and one coinci
unit of output (62); manufacturers' inventories, total (64); and consumer instal- the recession ruent debt (66).
This chart was completed before the business cycle trough in February These mea
1961 had been determined, therefore, had I:
butions and the
interpreted ver'





























coincident, and lagging series. Sample distributions of highs are shown
in Table 5 for periods ending in March 1959, July 1959, February 1960,
June 1960, and October 1960. The percentage of series currently reach-
ing a new high is shown at the bottomof this tab]e. Table 6 shows the
timing distributions of lows for selected leading and coincident series
for December 1960 and January, February, and March 1961.
Significant differences in the shapes of the timing distributions for
any month and in the pattern of the figures in bold face in the support-
ing data tables are helpful in determining the current stage of the
business cycle. The differences in the appearance of the distributions
shown in Table 5 for the different periods and for the three different
groups of series in each period are striking. Thus, at the end of March
1959 the economy was surging forward on all fronts, Four months later,
at the end of July, a peak in the ]eading series seemed to have been
passed, and while there was some response to contractive forces on the
part of the coincident series, it was clear that a business cycle peak had
not yet been passed. During the 1959 steel strike, which lasted from
J u]y to November, few series surpassed their previous highs. After the
steel strike ended, only three of the twenty-five leading series regained
their previous highs. This was a sobering fact with respect to prospects
for 1960. In February 1960, slightly over half the coincident series were
currently at the highest levels reached during the expansion. By the
end of June, however, the peak in the coincident series also seemed to
have been passed, but the lagging series still showed little sign of being
affected. By October, they too joined the procession of downward move-
ments, with only two reaching a new high.
The timing distributions summarizing data for December 1960
and the first three months of 1961 show a concentration of lows in
December. At that time, eleven of twenty-two monthly leading series
and al] fourteen monthly coincident series were currently at low levels.
A sharp improvement occurred in January; only two leading and five
coincident series were currently low, and the situation was about the
same in February. Further improvements in March—only one leading
and one coincident series reached lows—suggested that the trough of
the recession had been passed.
These measures have only recently been developed, and we have,
therefore, had little experience with them. For this reason, timing distri-
butions and the percentage of indicators currently high or low must be
interpreted very cautiously for the present.5
It should be noted that even when an expansion high has been reached some months
ago, the decline since then may have been small, so that the old high may be
exceeded in some nearby future month. This factor requires frequent revisions of
55DIFFUSION INDEXES
Three types of diffusion indexes have been used in the report:
those covering a variety of economic processes that are broadly similar
in their cyclical timing; those measuring a single type of economic
activity; and those comparing businessmen's anticipations with actual —
performance.These diffusion indexes are listed in Table 7 and plotted
in Chart 4. The figures for the most recent thirty months are shown
for 'each index in the monthly report. A short explanation of these 0'
indexes is given below.
Diffusion Indexes for a Variety of Economic Processes. Two differ- 0'
ent types of diffusion indexes are shown this heading. First are
comprehensivediffusion indexes based on a fairly large sample of
component series for well-known aggregate leading series. After experi-
menting with several alternative methods, a sample of seventy-nine
series was used to compute a comprehensive diffusion index for the 0
leaders, which includes twenty-one series on hours worked, twenty-one
on new orders, twenty-four on stock prices, and thirteen on spot market 0'
commodity price series for industrial raw materials (see descriptions
below). Similarly, a comprehensive diffusion index for the coincident
seriesincludes fifty-seven series: twenty-five on industrial production
industriesand thirty-two on nonagricultural employment.6 ,"
Inaddition, diffusion indexes covering the indicators on the most
recent National Bureau list are shown: twelve leading series, eight
coincident series, and five lagging series. 0'
the historical timing distributions and the series showing currently high percentages. —
Thisapproach resembles that suggested by C. Ashley Wright (see Conference
onBuriness Cycles, New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1951, 0'
pp. 3.39-372). Itis, however, different in some respects: (1) each month our
method identifies the lowest contraction values (not necessarily the troughs) and
consequently there is a value for each series each month; (2) our method treats ,0'
leading, coincident, and lagging series separately; and (3) it does not try to fore-
cast the date of a reference trough from the tail of a frequency distribution of turning
points,but seeks a warning that a trough is ahead from the distribution of leading ,—.
serieslows and a prompt determination of the trough from the distribution of
I
coincidentseries lows. Wright's approach applied to our sample of series would 0
amount to forecasting the date of a turning point from the frequency distribution,
,
orrather part of the distribution, of peaks of the leading series, since, with only
occasionalexceptions, the turning points which are available early are those in
theleading series.
These indexes have replaced the average group indexes previously used, mainly
because they are easier to explain. Table 8 shows, however, that the average group
index for the leaders is slightly smoother than that currently being used. For a
description of the earlier comprehensive diffusion indexes, see the explanatory note z
toTable S and roy "Statistics for Short-Term Economic Forecasting," Buriness
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—tt_ Table 7: Explanatory Notes
Thistable gives a list of the current diffusion indexes in the monthly report
and the s-pan covered in constructing each one. These indexes are classified
into 3 principal groups: those for a variety of economic processes that are
broadly similar intheircyclical timing, those for a single type of economic
activity, and those for businessmen's anticipations compared with actual per-
formance. The number of series included in each diffusion index is shown.
in cal. 2, and the span covered in the comparisons to determine the signs for
diffusion indexes is shown in co/s. 3-6. Further explanations of these indexes
are given in the text.
BLS —Bureauof Labor Statistics, Department of Labor
OBE —Officeof Business Economics, Department of Commerce
BES —Bureauof Employment Security, Department of Labor
NICB —NationalIndustrial Conference Board
PAA —ChicagoPurchasing Agents Association
FR—FederalReserve System
SEC —Securitiesand Exchange Commission
AAR —Association of American Railroads
FNCB —FirstNational City Bank of N. Y.















Figures enclosed in rectangular boxes indicate the latest data used to calculate
the diffusion indexes, Arabic numerals indicate months; Roman numerals, quarters.
Shaded areas represent NBER recession periods (P=peak, T=trough).
See Appendix C for complete titles of series, sources, and recent data.
61
CHART 4
Current Diffusion Indexes, 1948-61
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62CHART 4 (continued)








































Latest data plotted covering the following spans:
Actual Anticipated
Series 1 and 2 1 '60 —I'61 III '60 —III'61
3 Ill '59— III '60 III '60 —III'61
4 IV '60— I'61. II '61 —III'61
Increase of 500,000 carloadings plotted at 100; no change at 50; decrease of
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Although similar in general configuration, the comprehensive dif-
fusion indexes tend to be smoother than the corresponding diffusion
indexes for the nine NBER monthly leading and seven monthly coinci-
dent series, as can be seen in Table 8. Presumably, the greater smooth-
ness is due to the use of a much larger number of series. Nevertheless,
the comprehensive diffusion indexes still include an irregular factor as
large as, or larger than, that in the aggregate series for business failure
liabilities and for commercial and industrial construction contracts
(cf. Table B-i). On the other hand, the cyclical factor in the compre-
hensive diffusion indexes is also large. The ratio of the average monthly
amplitude of the irregular factor to that of the cyclical factor is about
2.0, which is smaller than the ratio for most of the individual leading
indicators.
Diffusion. Indexes Measuring a Single Type of Economic Activity.
Diffusion indexes for nine important groups of component series were
especially prepared for this report, and in addition three diffusion
indexes prepared by others are included.
1. Average workweek in twenty-one major manufacturing indus-
tries. This group contributes a leading series for each of the twenty-one
industries. The average for the entire group (all manufacturing) has
tended to lead changes in general business conditions and the work-
week in each industry generally leads the corresponding employment
series.
An investigation of the relations between turning points in average
hours of work and general business conditions has been made by Gerhard
Br); at the National Bureau. He found that "turns in the average work-
week for all manufacturing usually precede business cycle turns by
about four months. Leads tend to be somewhat longer at peaks than at
troughs. The lead in average weekly hours can be found in statistics
for skilled and unskilled workers, for men and women; it is also reflected
in regional data, and very generally among different industries." He
also found that diffusion indexes of hours "show leads at business cycle
turns two or three times as long as those of the average workweek
itself."7 His study is based upon fifteen to twenty-one manufacturing
industry series from 1920 to 1956 and fourteen nonmanufacturing indus-
try series from 1932 to 1956.
2. New orders received by each of twenty-one durable goods
manufacturing industries. The aggregate of these series has been a
reliable indicator of prospective business conditions and is included in
See Gerhard Bry's "The Timing of Cyclical Changes in the Average Workweek,"
Business Cycle Indicators, Volume I, Chapter 15, and The Auerage Workweek as

















MEASURESOF SMOOTHNESS FOR COMPREHENSIVE AND















79 component series 18.3 16.1 7.4 2.2 4 2.0
Comprehensive, average of
5 group indexes, 197 series 21.2 17.1 8.0 2.1 3 2.0
NBER, 1960 list,
9 monthly series 35.2 29.8 16.0 1.9 6 2.3
NBER, 1950 list,
8 monthly series 43.7 38.4 11.8 3.2 6 1.7
Coincident Series
Comprehensive,
57 component series 18.7 14.6 10.4 1.4 2 2.5
Comprehensive, average of
4 group indexes, 84 series 17.8 14.1 6.1 2.3 3 .i..7
NBER, 1960 list 27.5 26.6 16.5 1.6 6 2.2
NBER, 1950 list 30.0 40.8 22.1 1.8 6 1.8
Explanatory Notes
The measures sllowninthis table ore computed from seasonally adjusted
diffusion indexes over 3-month spans. For an explanation of the measures,
see the explanatory notes to Table 4, and Business Cycle Indicators, Volume I,
Chapter 17, pp. 556-558.
The diffusion indexes for the 79 leading and 57 coincident series and
for the 1960 NBER list cover the period March 1948-August 1960; the group
diffusion indexes cover the period April 1948-May 1958; the 1950 NBEI(
covers the period February 1948-May 1958. The comprehensive average of
5 leading groups includes: (1) average hours of work, 21 series; (2) new orders,
21 series; (3) stock prices, 82-86 series; (4) spot market commodity prices,
foods and industrial materials, 22 series; and (5) initial claims, 47 series. The
comprehensive average of 4 coincident groups includes: (1) employment in
man uf actti ring industries, 21 series; (2) employment in nonmanufacturin.g
industries, 13 series; (3) industrial prnduction, 26 series; and (4) retail sales,
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the National Bureau list as a leading series. The individual industry series
have also consistently led the corresponding production figures.
LAND Acomprehensive study of the cyclical behavior of manufacturers'
orders has been made by Victor Zarnowitz at the National Bureau.8
He points out that new orders tend to lead production because "they lead
the output of products to which they give rise and stimulate ordering
MCD of other goods needed for that production." His study covers more than
of Run sixly manufacturing series relating to various periods between 1870
andthe present. It shows that new orders led general business in a
large majority of cases. He made use of nearly 450 observations and
found that new orders turned ahead of general business in 85 per cent
4 2.0 of the comparisons. The average lead was about five months and did
3 0 not differ materially at peaks and troughs. He also noted that diffusion
indexes of new orders "being based on series that have themselves a
6 2.3 strong tendency to move ahead of the ebb and flow of general business
are especially early indicators of cyclical revivals and recessions." The
6 1,7 components of this group also provide information about individual
manufacturing industries.
3. Stock market prices. Stock price averages have proven to be a
2 2.5 sensitive indicator of business conditions. We used Standard and Poor's
stock price indexes for eighty-two to eighty-six industry series covering
1.7
atotal of about 500 individual companies reported on the New York
6 2.2 Stock Exchange. Many of these individual series, as well as their total,
6 1.8 are fairly consistent leaders.
Edmund A. Mennis, who has investigated the leading tendencies
of stock price series, reports as follows: "The Dow-Jones and Standard
and Poor's composites for industrials and rails changed direction earlier
in 18 out of the 22 turns in business, or about 80 percent of the time,
from 1899 to 1949. Using the cycles from 1871 to 1949, we find that the
tally adjusted Standard and Poor's composite and rail average led in 28 out of 34
hemeasures, turnsin business; the Standard and Poor's industrial led in 29 out of
trs, Volume 1, 34 turns."
Dr. Mennis also studied twenty industry stock price series from
sit senes and 1918-49. He was able to make 102 comparisons at business cycle peaks ,.1Cgroup and the same number at troughs. He found that stock prices led general
ye average business turns 80 per cent of the time.9
new orders 4. Spot market prices of thirteen industrial materials. During the
todity prices, period since War II, most price series have either not declined
'7series. The
ill 'See"The Timing of Majiufacturers' Orders During Business Cycles," by Victor
anufacturirtg Zarnowitz, Business Cycle Indicators, Volume I, Chapter 14.
) retail sales, 'See Edmund A. Merinis, "Security Prices and Business Cycles," Analysts Journal,
itweighting. February 1955,pp. 79-86.
67at all during recessions, or their declines during recessions have been fluctuations
much smaller than their rises in the previous expansions. Further- ment Or un
more, many price series, which in fact declined during recessions, appear Insured
to have fallen less in each successive postwar recession. The result has tion more ac
been what is commonly referred to as "creeping" inflation. For this activity, anc
reason, if for no other, it is essential to follow price movements carefully, insured une
Although most price series have not shown the typical cyclical likely to dec
swings in recent years, the index of spot market prices of thirteen indus- however, no
trial materials (steel scrap, copper scrap, lead scrap, tin, zinc, rubber, they are a.ffe
hides. cotton, wool, print cloth, burlap, rosin, and tallow) has continued as the
to conform to the business cycle and to lead at most turns. These prices in employrne
are especially sensitive to the efforts of manufacturers to add to or ment, but fl(
liquidatetheir inventories of raw materials.'0 Consequently, these series tion of the to
have an important place in a list of business cycle indicators, and the not affect its
aggregate index as well as the thirteen components were included in 6. Empi
our report. try groups. T
5. Initial claims for unemployment insurance. These series are of able monthly
interest for several reasons. First, their turning points have generally For this reas
preceded those in unemployment. New claims for unemployment in- total business
surance are one component of the month-to-month change in insured 7.
unemployment (the latter is equal to initial claims minus new necessary to]
of formerly insured workers and exhausted claims). Second, initial average wee]
claims data are available on a geographic basis. This enables us to group The Federal
the data according to whether they cover distressed or other areas. and facturing, an
to gain a glimpse into the comparative cyclical fluctuations in these two purpose.
groups. Third. they are available weekly, and the computer program 8. Retail
has been used to derive weekly seasonal factors and a weekly seasonally to producers
adjusted series. This weekly series has proved to be a useful supple- usually lagge
ment to the monthly series in interpreting current trends. For the turning
monthly measures used in these studies, statistics on initial claims were cident since
assembled for each of forty-seven labor market areas spread through 9. Whole
the country for the weeks including the fifteenth day of each month. pressures of
The weekly series covers initial claims in all states. vided by a
These series do not provide a comprehensive picture of unemploy- series. This
ment. The incomplete coverage may, however, be an advantage in one wholesale pric
respect. The undercoverage occurs mainly in service industries, finance, are excluded,
and government, where cyclical fluctuations tend to be moderate. Con- cycle.
sequentlv, the figures on insured unemployment may show cyclical 10. Profit
indicator. Bot
For a further
SeeRuth P. Mack, "The Destabilizing Influence of Raw Materials Prices," The employment t
Re!ation,ship of Prwes to Economic Stability and Growth, Joint Economic Corn- and Bchatior







































fluctuations in sharper relief than, for example, those on total employ-
ment or unemployment."
Insured unemployment may also show cyclical changes in direc-
tion more accurately than total unemployment. If aggregate economic
activity, and particularly manufacturing, declines, initial claims and
insured unemployment are likely to rise; similarly, these series are
likely to decline if business rises. Changes in total unemployment may,.
however, not be so well correlated with the volume of business, since
they are affected by changes in the labor force. During a period, such
as the spring of 1961, when the labor force was growing rises
in employment may be accompanied by declines in insured unemploy-
ment, but not necessarily by declines in unemployment. (This limita-
tion of the total unemployment series as a business cycle indicator does
not affect its value as an indicator of social welfare.)
6. Employment in nonagricultural establishments, thirty-two indus-
try groups. This group of series is one of the most comprehensive avail-
able monthly. It covers employment in all industries outside of farming.
For this reason, it is one of the best measures of short-term changes in
total business.
7. Industrial production, twenty-five industries.Itisobviously
necessary to have in addition to the input measures of employment and
average weekly hours, reasonably comprehensive measures of output.
The Federal Reserve production index series, covering mining, manu-
and utilities industries, are the most appropriate for this
purpose.
8. Retail sales, twenty-four series. Retail sales are of vital interest
to producers at all earlier stages in the production process. Retail sales
usually lagged behind the other general composites at business cycle
turning points before World War II, but have led or been roughly coin-
cident since 1947.
9. Wholesale prices. A comprehensive and sensitive index of the
pressures of demand and supply on the commodity markets is pro-
vided by a diffusion index for twenty-three wholesale commodity price
series. This index includes groups of important components of the
wholesale price index for manufactured goods. Farm products and foods
are excluded, because they often move independently of the business
cycle.
10. Profits. Two diffusion indexes were included for this strategic
indicator. Both show the percentage of companies reporting higher
11Fora further description of these and related series, see Herbert S. Parnes, '"Un-
employment Data from the Employment Security Program," The Measurement
and Behaoior of Unemployment, Princeton University Press for National Bureau
of Economic Research, 1957, pp. 123-153, especially pp. 130-132.
69I.
profits. One is monthly and is based on reports to the Chicago Purchas-
ing Agents' Association. The second is quarterly, and is compiled from
a sample of about 600 corporations by the National City Bank of New
York. The cyclical movements in the quarterly series are less clearly
defined than in the monthly series, but the quarterly series seems a useful
supplement because the sample is more broadly based.
11. Capital appropriations. A diffusion index is also compiled for
the 602 companies included in the National Industrial Conference
Boara survey.
B usinessn-ten'sAnticipation.sCompared with Actual Performance.
Four diffusion indexes of businessmen's stated anticipations were also
presented. These include anticipations of their sales and orders, their
carloadings, and their capital expenditures. In the first three surveys
from which these series are compiled, the respondents are asked whether
they expect the volume of activity in the quarter ahead to be larger,
smaller, or equal to the volume in the same quarter one year earlier,
(In the charts these series are centered at the midpoints of the years
spanned.) In the fourth survey the anticipated plant and equipment
expenditures in each of several industries in the quarter ahead are com-
pared with those in the preceding quarter; these series are helpful in
indicating businessmen's attitudes around business cycle turning points.
They frequently show that at such times most businessmen expect
continuation of current business trends rather than a reversal. Mistaken
forecasts at these times inevitably lead to corrections. Hence, the magni-
tude of discrepancies shown between the diffusion indexes representing
actual performance and those representing anticipations is of particular
interest.
Concluding Note on Diffusion Indexes. Perhaps the principal limi-
tation of current diffusion indexes is their irregularity. To increase their
smoothness, some are calculated over three-month spans, as well as
over consecutive months. Diffusion indexes computed over longer spans
are smoother than those computed over one-month intervals because
]onger spans give the cyclical components of each series a better chance
to dominate the erratic fluctuations. In addition, diffusion indexes com-
puted over long spans usually have larger cyclical amplitudes since
miscellaneous random factors that reverse the movements of some
component series over consecutive months do not affect them over
longer spans. Such differences are most clearly visible in our one- and
three-month comprehensive group diffusion indexes for the leading
series; they can also be seen in the one- and three-month indexes for
the coincident series. The greater amplitude and smoothness of diffusion
indexes computed over longer spans provide very real advantages, which
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mpiled from the one-month indexes are useful in assessing the current month's
iank of New developments. Hence, both are usually included in the tables (though
not shown in charts). less cleariy
a useful
DIBECTION-OF-CHANGE TABLES
for The emphasis throughout the monthly report on current economic
Conference conditions is upon measures of change: change from the peaks or troughs
of cycles, change from the standing three months earliei, and change
'erformance. from the standing at the previous month.'2 The magnitude of these
as were also changes is of obvious importance. In studying the cumulative move-
orders, their ments of the business cycle, however, the direction of change must be
hree surveys given special attention. Persistent changes in the same direction may
:ked whether be significant, even though small. Furthermore, to be most helpful, a
to be larger, Statistical system should have an economic framework; that is, changes
year earlier, shown by the statistical indicators should be interpretable in economic
of the years terms. This is particularly important in the case of diffusion indexes
I equipment which show only the percentage of series rising and do not show which
ead are corn- components are rising and which are falling. To provide such iiiforma-
re helpful in tion, tables have been prepared showing the monthly directions of
rning points, change in each of the component series. They show, not only which
expect a series are rising currently, but also how long they have been rising.
sal. Mistaken they indicate whether the series are rising or falling consistently or
e, the magni- moving erratically. These tables, therefore, provide a convenient sum-
representing mary view of changing economic conditions. Similar tables containing
of particular the rates of change would provide more information, but they would
also be more difficult to follow. The way in which these tables helped
rincipal lirrii- to trace the spread of the 1957-58 recession and the subsequent recovery
ncrease their is well illustrated by the nonagricultural employment direction-of-change
s, as wel] as table (Table 9A). This table shows that declines first started in durable
longer spans and nondurable manufactures; they spread gradually to other indus-
vals because tries until after about a year they had encompassed all industries except
)etter chance government ones.'3 Direction-of-change tables for nine groups of series
indexes corn- have been shown in each monthly report for the most recent thirty-
litudes since
C iiIncidentally, no attention is given to changes from the same month or quarter of
ris some the preceding year, except for the anticipations indexes. Same-month-year-ago
them over comparisons can be highly misleading around business cycle turning points at
our one- and just the time claritis most essential. For further discussion, see my "Electronic
Computers and Business Indicators," BusinessCycleIndicators, Volume 1. Chap- the leading ter 17.
h indexes for 23 ' . Fordramatic Illustrations of the usefulness of direction-of-change tables in study-
ss of diffusion ing typical timing sequences during the course of a business cycle, see "New Facts
ntages, which on Business Cycles," by Arthur F. Burns, Business Cycle Indicators, Volume I,
e other hand
Chapter 2,Table 2.1; and "Leading and Confirming Indicators of General Business
Changes," by Geoffrey H. Moore, ibid., Chapter 3, Table 3.3.
71monthperiod: the twenty-six National Bureau indicators, hours worked,
new orders, stock prices, industrial materials prices, initial claims, non-
agricultural employment, industrial production, and retail sales. The
direction-of-change table for the twenty-six NBER indicators over the c
period December 1958-April 1961 is shown in Table 9B. z
02—
CYCLICAL COMPARISONS
A major goal of business cycle research is to make it possible to judge
early in a cyclical phase its ultimate amplitude, pattern, and duration.
Forthis reason, we have pursued Moore's finding that the ultimate
relativeseverity of a contraction seems to be fairly reliably indicated
by its standing from four to six months after its onset. Thus, for many
of the series on our lists, monthly comparisons were first made in the 2—
autumn of 1957 between the declines from the 1957 peak to later months
and the declines over the corresponding spans of the 1929-33, 1937-38,
1948-49, and 1953-54 contractions. The comparisons were extended
each month to longer spans as the current (1957-58) contraction pro-
ceeded and additional figures became available. Once the expansion
starting from the business cycle trough in April 1958 had gotten under -
way,similar comparisons were made with the seven previous expan- E
sionsstarting in 1921, 1924, 1927, 1933, 1938, 1949, and 1954. Starting
in August 1960, comparisons were made between the contraction start-
ing in May and the previous eight contractions; that is, in addition to
those included when observing the 1957-58 contraction the 1920-21 - 2<
1922-24, and 1927-28 contractions were used. Such comparisons are
illustratedin Tables 1OA and lOB which compare the declines in the 2
orincinal NBER indicator series over the first nine months of nine -
J. £
recessions,and Table 1OC which compares the rises in the same series
overthe first twenty-five months of the ensuing expansions. c
Thechanges in nine coincident series from the business cycle trough z -
levelsare shown in Table 11, along with changes from the previous peak o 2—. -
levelsafter fourteen months of expansion, for the three most recent
expansions. During the 1958-60 expansion this point occurred in June
1959 just before the start of the steel strike and probably represented
a temporarily high level of activity because of stockpiling in anticipa- E
tionof the strike. Nevertheless, these comparisons show that while the
1958-59 expansion proceeded at about the same rate as the 1954-55
expansion during the first fourteen months (see percentage changes
from reference troughs), it did not quite attain the same level relative
to the previous peak as it had in 1955 (see percentage changes from
reference peaks), and in both xespects it fell far short of the 1949-50













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tables 9A and 9B: Explanatory Notes
Aplus sign (±) represents a rise, a minus sign (—)afall, and aero (0) no
change. For irwerted series, rises are entered as minus (—)andfalls as plus,
(±).Thequarterly series in Table 9B are centered in the rnidrnonth of the
quarter, interpolated by straight-line, and treated as monthly series; the bank
rate (series 67), howerwr, refers to the third month in the quarier and is
treated accordingly.
The percentage rising is the number of series rising plus half the number











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sTables bA, lOB, and 1OC: Expknotory Notes
Comparisonsof the general indexes and most of the individual series in the
1960 NBER list of indicators over various periods of contraction and expan-
sion are shown in these tables. Such tables facilitate evaluation of the current
business cycle contraction (or expansion) by showing the amount of con trac-
tion (Or expansion) that has taken place in each series since the most recent
turning point, relative to the amounts of contraction (or expansion) over cor-
responding intervals of preceding contractions (or expansions).
in Table 1OA which compares contractions, the declines are measured
from the business cycle peaks, that is, from the peaks in aggregate economic
activity. These comparisons span the full interval from the peak in general
business preceding the 1960-61 recession (May 1960) to the most recent
month for which data are available, and corresponding periods of earlier
recessions. Thus the interval between May 1960 and February 1961, covered
by the table, is 9 months. Changes over this 9-month period are compared
with changes over 9-month periods following the general business peaks
preceding the 8 previous recessions. The periods covered in the earlier reces-
sions are January 1920-October 1920, May 1923-February 1924, October
1926-July 1927, August 1929-May 1930, May 1937-February 1938, Novem-
ber 1948-August 1949, July 1958-April 1954, and July 1957-April 1958.
In Table lOB similar comparisons are made for specific cycles of the
same series. For the current period, each percentage change is computed
for the period between what appears to be the most recent specific peak of
the series and the latest data available for the series. Corresponding percent-
age changes are computed for past recessions over time intervals of the same
length. A peak preceding a particular contraction period is defined here as
the average of three values: the highest in the appropriate segment of the
series (excluding erratic values) and the values immediately preceding and
following the highest value. Percentage changes between such peaks and
subsequent individual values are presented in index form by letting peak value
equal 100 relative to appropriate subsequent values.
As an example, the average workweek reached what appears to be a
peak in May 1959. A tentative peak value has been established equal to the
average of the April, May, and June 1959 figures. The latest average work-
week figure at the time this table was prepared was that for February 1961,
which is 21 months later than the tentative peak of May .1959. The index
of change computed over this 21-month interval is compared in the table
with similar indexes of change over 21-month periods following the peaks
preceding eight earlier recessions. Similarly, the index of industrial produc-
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V. ETables bA, lOB, and 1OC: Explanatory Notes (concluded)
1961,the date of the latest available figure. The current index of change
for this series was calculated over thi 9-month interval, indexes of change
shown for industrial production for earlier recessions were similarly ecilcu-
lated over 9-month periods following the peaks preceding earlier recession-s.
Table JOC compares the percentage rises in 8 expansions. It shows the
situation after 25 months of expansion, the full period of the 1958-60 expan-
sion, but somewhat longer than the expansions from July 1921 to May 1923
(22 months) and November 1927 to August 1929 (21 months). The first date
shown in the column headings is the business cycle peak, the second date is
25months after the succeeding business 'cycle trough, i.e., after 25 months
of expansion. The business cycle trough months are: JuLy 1921, July 1924,
November 1927, March 1933, June 1938, October 1949, August 1954, and
April 1958. Percentage changes are computed from the 8 refererwe peaks
toa fixed number of months—25—af-ter each reference trough. For example,
thc percentage change in personal income from. the reference peak in July
1957,the peak month, to May 1960 was 13.9. Since May 1960 is 25 months
after the reference trough in April 1958, the percentage changes in earlier
cycles arc computed for periods 25 months after the reference trough. The
calves at the previous reference peaks are used as comparison bases. Thus,
the percentage change of 23.5 in persona' income, indicated for the 1949
cycle,was computed from the reference peak in November 1948 to the 25th
month after the ref erenee trough in October 1949, that is, to November 1951.
Since the principal intercst in following recoveries seems to be in corn-
paring the current level with that at the previous peak, the percentage changes H
in the expansion tables have been. added to 100, so that the figures actually
show the level-s at the "current" month relative to those at the previous refer-
.z
encepeak months. 9
Thechanges in inventories series (20, 21, and 31) are not included in
thesetables because series with positive and negative numbers cannot be
handled by this technique. Consumer instalment debt (series 66) is not in-
cluded in Table lOB because the specific cycle decline for the period involved 0
is too short, only one month. U
Similar tables are prepared periodically showing the percentage changes















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0activity in general fell to a relatively lower level in 1958 than in the
two previous recessions; that is, during the first fourteen months of the
-- Comparisons of C
19a8-o9expansion the nse had to compensate for the relatively sharp
decline in 1957-58. Moreover, in 1950 the economy was strongly stimu-
lated by the Korean War, beginning in June 1950, eight months after the
business expansion had begun. These relations are shown in more
detail in Chart 5 which compares the patterns of the recessions and
expansions since World War H, as traced out by our three amplitude-
adjusted general indexes and five individual indicators.
Similar comparisons of diffusion indexes show differences in the
scope of the current contraction and previous contractions. Compari-
Sons of the current month with immediately preceding months indicate
whether the conb-action has become more widespread in recent months.
Comparisons for the full period of the contraction indicate whether it
is more or less widespread than previous contractions. Thus, comparisons
of the comprehensive diffusion indexes for the leading and coincident
series in Table 12, made immediately after data for the eleventh month
after the May 1960 reference peak became available, indicated that
the most recent contraction had been somewhat less widespread than
those starting in November 1948 and July 1957 at comparable stages
and about as widespread as that starting in July 1953. These comparisons
also showed that after eleven months not oniy had the scope of the 1960
contraction in the leading series become narrower, but most leading
series were above their previous business cycle peak levels, and sug-
gested that similar improvement in coincident series was not far away.
This approach can also be useful in measuring the effects of other
kinds of short-term fluctuations; for example, it was useful in measuring
the impact of the 1959 steel strike on the economy. The percentage de-
dines of a few important economic indicators five months after the
steel strike was under way, compared with their declines after the first
five months of the 1953-54 and 1957-58 recessions, were as follows:
% Decline from% Decline from
Previous Peak LevelJune 1959
1953-541957-58 Level
Industrial production —8.0 —8.3 —4.5
Nonagricultural employment
(establishment survey) —1.1 —2.4 —0.5
Retail sales —3.7 —1.1 —0.6
Personal income —1.2 —0.8+0.3




Comparisons of Cyclical Patterns of Amplitude-Adjusted General Indexes
and Selected Individual Indicators
Port A: Four Expansions
From reference trough dotes
July 1924 ——— August 1954
October 1949 April 1958
Index Index of Lagging Series
















































Months from reference troughs
Months from reference troughs
83CHART 5(continued)
Part A: Four Expansions (concluded)
--
From reference Irough dales
July 1924 —-— August 1954

































































index of Lagging Series
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Months from reference peaks
Months from reference peaks
troughs
85CHART 5(concluded)




































From reterence peak dates
August 1929 July 1953
May 1937 July 1957










Months tram reterence peoks
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Chart 5: Explanatory Notes
PartA of this chart compares the behavior of three general indexes of leading,
lagging,andcoincident series and several individual indicators (average work-
week, manufacturers' new orders for durable goods, industrial production,
gross national product in current dollars, and employees in nonagricultural
establish7nents).oter the business cycle phases of four expansions. The data
arc shown from peaks to the 25th month after troughs. The expan.sion.s
starting in 1924, 1949, 1954, and 1958 are includcd because they followed
contractions of rather similar severity. in this chart, the trough dates are
aligned. The base for computing the percentage change is, howcuer, taken
at the level of the previous peak which in each case is set equal to 100. Thus,
in this chart, the indexes show changes in four recent business cycle cx pan-
sions from business cycle peak leveLs over equal periods starting wit/i the
business cycle trough dates.
Part B compares the behavior of these general indexes and indicators
over the business cycle phases of six contractions. The first bank compares
the current contraction (starting May 1960) with the severe contractions
starting August 1929 and May 1937, and the second hank the current con-
traction with the three mild post-World War 11 contractions starting Novem-
ber 1948, July 1953, and July 1957. in this part, the peak months are aligned;
for example, the data for November 1948, July 1953, July 1957, and Maij
1960 are all set equal to 100 and plotted at the zero point on the horizontal
scale. The data. for the six months preceding the reference peaks are also
plotted.
Thus, in June 1960 the data required to prepare Part A were available.
The interval between. April 1958, the date of the previous business cycle
trough, and May 1960 is 25 months. inasmuch as the data are plotted with
all the business cycle troughs aligned, the expansions all start at the same
point on the lime scale. However, the contractions do not all start at the
same point on the time scale because they all differed in duration.
Since the percentage changes from the previous business cycle peaks
(rather than troughs) seeni most significant, each of the indexes is expressed
as a percentage ratio of previous peak levels. However, similar charts wit/i
each of the indexes expressed as a percentage ratio of the previous trough
level are also prepared periodically.
The actual computations differ slightly from the explanation given above.
The percentages are, in fact, based on 3-month averages centered on the peak










































PERCENTAGERISING OF SEVENTY-NINE LEADING AND
FIFTY-SEVEN RouGhiLY COINCIDENT SERIES OVER












1 32.9 43.7 27.2 51.3
2 36.1 21.5 20.3 35.4
3 25.3 27.8 8.2 44.3
4 23.4 32.9 13.3 31.0
5 22.8 39.9 11.4 27.8
6 17.7 35.4 9.5 26.6
7 20.9 39.2 14.6 28.5
8 25.9 40.5 17.1 34.2
9 27.8 43.7 17.7 41.8
10 34.8 43.7 19.0 50.0




2 13.2 21.1 28.1 55.3
3 12.3 21.1 16.7 32.5
4 15.8 20.2 10.5 26.3
5 9.6 17.5 7.9 21.9
6 12.3 13.2 5.3 20.2
7 14.9 15.8 6.1 16.7
8 14.9 17.5 4.4 15.8
9 15.8 17.5 5.3 17.5
10 21.1 21.1 7.0 19.3
11 19.3 20.2 11.4 22.8
NOTE: In this table the performance of the 79 leading and the 57 roughly coincident
series in the current contraction is compared with their performance in the
three most recent contractions. The percentage of series rising is shown
from the May 1960 reference peak to 1 month later, 2 months later, S months
later, etc., up to 11 months later compared with the percentage rising over
corresponding spans from 3 previous reference peaks—July 1967, July 1953,
and November 1948.
88These figures show that this strike not only interrupted the expan-
sion of the economy, but even resu]ted in a reversal in some important
measures, particularly production. The impact of the steel strike upon
the economy was not so great, however, as that of the 1953-54 and
1957-58 recessions. Thus, industrial production fell less than 5 per
cent during the five months of the steel strike, compared to about 8
per cent during the first five months of the 1953-54 and 1957-58 recessions.
Some measures of economic activity, such as bank debits outside New
York and personal income, were actually above their June levels in
November, though they had been below in earlier strike months.
The declines during the first five months of the strike were also
more localized, as can be seen from the following diffusion indexes,
which show what percentage of each group was higher after five
months than at the outset.
Similar tables were used to compare the impact of the 1959 steel strike
with that of the steel strikes in 1952 and 1956. These showed the effects
of the 1959 strike to be both more severe and more widely diffused.
RECORD OF PERFORMANCE
Perhaps the best way to decide how helpful this reporting system has
been in interpreting current business cycle developments is to examine
the statistical record. This approach seems preferable to reviewing the
current reports written by the staff that prepared the monthly report
because it is less dependent upon the skill, limitations, or prejudices
of particular individuals. The full record is, of course, too voluminous
here. Our files are complete, however, and the full record
is available to research students. A detailed review of the historical
record of most of the individual indicators and diffusion indexes is
provided in Business Cycle Indicators. Here attention is confined to
the new summary measures provided in the monthly report.
The record of the most comprehensive indicators is presented in
a summary tab]e covering each of the -turning dates since 1920, and
in other more detailed charts and tables for each of the turning dates
since World War II. The leads and lags for the general indexes, their
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8 10 36indexes (where available) are given in Table 13. The general index
for the lagging series (including labor cost per unit of output, inven-
tories, and consumer debt) is included in the tab]e twice. First, it has
been inverted in the usual way so that its peaks are compared with
subsequent business cycle troughs and its troughs wrth subsequent
business cycle peaks. In this way it illustrates the continuous, cumula-
tive, and interacting nature of the business cycle and provides some
basis for anticipating the behavior of the leading series. The index for
the lagging series is also shown in positive form, with its peaks matched
with business cycle peaks and its troughs with business cycle troughs.
The table provides a bird's-eye view of the performance of these
series from 1920 to 1960. It reveals both the strength and limitations
of this approach. On the one hand, it shows measures that would have
been helpful currently in identifying cyclical reversals since 1920. The
inverted general index for the lagging series led at every turn for which
itis available, though sometimes by very ]ong intervals, i.e., nearly
the whole of the expansion or contraction interval. The general index
of the leading series led at fourteen turning points and coincided at only
two, the abrupt upturns in 1933 and 1958. The general index of the
coincident series was in fact roughly coincident (within three months of
the NBER reference dates) at every turn; there were nine exact coin-
cidences. five short leads, and three short lags. The general index of
the lagging series, which is available for eleven turning points, lagged
in every case except the trough in 1949 when it was coincident. The
recordof the sequence of these seriesisalso quite consistent: the
inverted lagging series led the leading series in all cases; the leading led
the coincident series in all cases, except the coincidences at the troughs
in 1933 and 195S. The coincident led the lagging series in all cases
except for the coincidence at the trough in 1949.
The performance of the comprehensive diffusion indexes and ad-
justed rates of change was even more consistent: they led at every
turning point without exception. These series are, however, more irreg-
ular than the corresponding aggregates, so that itis more difficult
(i.e., it takes longer) to identify their turns currently. The compre-
hensive current diffusion indexes led by seven or more months at all turns
for they are available, except in 1948 and 1958; here the compre-
hensive index for thecoincident series led only by four and two months,
respectively. Furthermore, the comprehensive diffusion index of leading
series led the comprehensive diffusion index of coincident series in all
cases except 1953, it was coincident. The adjusted rates of change
series performed very similarly to the corresponding diffusion indexes.
This record is shown in greater detail in Chart 6 for each of the
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TmIINcOF GENERAL INDEXES, COMPREHENSIVE DIFFUSiON INDEXES, AND


















Leading — 6— 2—10— 1—5n.a.— 70—15—12
Coincident 0+ 1— 1 0+ 2 —1 0± 1 0
Lagging n.a.n.a.na.+ 4± 6± 5± 5± 6± 8
Diffusion indexes
79 leading(3-mo.) na.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.—7— 9°—29—22
57 coincident (3.mo.) n.a.na.na.n.a.na. —4— 9°—26—13
153 series (12-mo.
moving average) na.— 8—21—10 —8—9— 60n.a,na.
Adjusted Rates of Change
Leading n.a.—21—22— 1—28 —7—10—30—22

















Lagging, inverted n.a. n.a. na.—39 —7— 6— 8— 3
Leading — 6— 1—19 0—5— 4— 7 0
Coincident 0 0— 1 0—1 0— 3 0
Lagging na. na. n.a.+ 3+ 5 0+ 1+ 6
Diffusion Indexes
79 leading (3-mo.) n.a.na. n.a. n.a.n.a.—14—15— 7
57 coincident (8-mo.) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.— 9— 8— 2
153 series (12-mo.
moving average) — 7— 7— 8—16 —5— 6— 7 n.a.
Adjusted Rates of Change
Leading — 7— 2—22—11—8— 6—12— 6
Coincident — 7— 2— 2—10 —7— 9— 8— 2
°Korean War period highdisregardedin selecting peak.May 1960) and troughs (October 1949, August 1954, and April 1958).
The amplitude-adjusted indexes for the leading, coincident, and lagging StandingsofK
series and the comprehensive diffusion indexes for the leading and the
coincident series are shown for a succession of dates—those occurring
three months before each turning point, at each turning point, and
three and six months after each turning point. The timing distributions
and the percentage of series currently high are shown for the same
periods in Tables 14 and 15 (except for the May 1960 peak which is Aug.948
shownin Table 5). Finally, the cyclical rankings for the index of the 3 months
before peok
leadingand the coincident series are shown in Table 16 for each of 105
thetwelve months after the post-World War I peaks, along with the
ultimate rankings of the average coincident series. The correlations of
the rankings each month of both the leading and the coincident series
with the ultimate ranking of the coincident series are given in the last
column.
A close look at the record since World War II, as portrayed in 85
these charts and tables, supports the view that there were some early
warning signals for every postwar reversal. The general index of the 05
leading series, the adjusted rates of change, the diffusion indexes of the
leading and the coincident series, and the timing distributions all served
100
as bellwethers. Let us consider, for example, the performance of these 95
measures around the peak in July 1953 and the trough in August
(Chart 6, Parts C and D). Three months before the 1953 peak, i.e., in
April, the general index of the leading series had been wavering for
three months, while the diffusion index for the leading series had been
declining for six months and that for the coincident series for four 1/ months.The timing distribution showed onltwo of twenty-one leading 100
series currently at peak levels. At the July 1953 peak, when data were 100
available for June, the general index and the comprehensive diffusion
index, for the leading series were clearly declining. In addition, the 50.
general index for the coincident series had leveled off. Whi]e the timing
distribution for the coinciiierit series showed a plurality of series cur- 100
rently at high points, more than half were short of their peak levels,
suggesting that a peak had been passed or was imminent. There was no
sign of weakness in the lagging series. Three month later, in October,
theleading' indicators continued to follow the classic pattern, and in 1948'949
addition the general index of the coincident series was headed down.
The timing distribution showed that riot a single coincident series had
exceeded its earlier high in the past two months, and the peak in one
of the lagging series appeared to have been passed. Conclusive evidence
that a peak had been passed was shown by the plc-tore three months
later; indeed, there was already some evidence, in the rise of the
diffusion index for the leading series, that recovery forces were making
themse]ves felt.
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NOTE: The figures available at the times indicated were slightly different from
those shown above because of revisions. See Business Cycle indicators, Chapter 18,
pp. 610-614.
The latest figures plotted above are those that became available in the month




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SEVERITYRANKINGS OF EIGHT CONTRACTIONS SINCE 1920






Correlation MayOct. Aug.May Nov.JulyJulywith Ultimate
19231926 19291937 194819531957 Severitya
Jan,
1920
PART A:RANKING BASEDON GENERAL INDEX OF 8 LEADING SERIES
1 5.5 7 1 4 3 5.5 8 2 —.10
2 5.5 3 S 5.5 1 7 8 3 —.23
3 2 4 1 8 3 6 7 5 .21
4 6 5 1 8 7 3 2 4 .98
5 6 2 1 8 7 5 3 4 .88
6 6 2 1 7 8 5 3 4 .86
7 6 2 1 7 8 5 3 4 .86
S 7 2 1 6 8 5 3 4 .81
9 7 2 1 6 8 4 3 5 .86
10 7.5 3.5 1 6 7.5 3.5 2 5 .92
11 8 5 1 6 7 4 2 3 83
5 1 7 6 4 2 3 .86 12 8
PART B:RANKING BASED ON GENERAL INDEX OF 6 COiNCIDENT SERIES
1 8 1 5 7 3 5 5 2 .19
2 6 4.5 2 7 1 8 4.5 3 .12
3 2 8 1 6 5 4 .31
4 7 4 1 8 2 6 5 3 .43
5 6 2 1 8 5 4 7 3 .55
6 6 2 1 8 7 4 5 3 .79
7 6 2 1 7 8 4 3 5 .90
S 6 2 1 7 8 5 3 4 .86
9 7 2 1 6 8 4 3 5 .86
10 8 2 1 6 7 3 5 4 .74
11 8 2 1 7 6 5 4 3 .74




series 6 4 1 8 7 3 2 5
the ultimate ranks of coincident series the ranks in a given row were identical with
(bottom row), the correlation would be 1.00.
Rankings are based on rates of declines in the general indexes. Rank 1 indicates
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For a fuller di:
ultimate
BusinessCycleThree months before the 1954 trough, the• general index of the
leading series had been rising for four months, the diffusion index for
the leading series had been rising for ten months, and the diffusion
fE1920 index for the coincident series for four months. In addition, the diffusion
PEAKS indexfor the leading series was well above 50. Also, the general index
for the coincident series showed signs of leveling off. (Two of the most
I— Rank important coincident series—industrial production and retail sales—
CorrelationS were both above their lowest ]evels.) In the trough month, when data
wiUltimate for the previous month were available, the general index for the leading
series and the diffusion indexes showed still further improvement. The
general index for the coincident series was at a low level, but slightly
G SERtES above the figures a few months earlier. Three montKs after the trough,
2 —.10 thegeneral index for the coincident series had risen significantly, and
S — .23 thegeneral index for the lagging series had also started up. Three more
months later—six months after the trough—there could be no doubt
4 .88 that an expansion was well under way. With some modifications in Ian-
4 guage and figures, this description applies to the other postwar peaks
4 .86 and troughs.
4 .81. The difference in the performance of the general index of the
leading series and the diffusion indexes around postwar business cycle
83 peaks and troughs is noteworthy. The leads of the general index were
3 :66 reasonably long and clear at peaks. The diffusion indexes also led at
peaks, but their movements were quite erratic. There were large fiuc-
T SERIES .tuationsaround 50 per cent in 1951 and early 1952 and again in 1956
2 .19 and 1959. On the other hand, the leads of the general indexes around the
3 .12 postwar troughs were quite short (—4, —7, and 0), while the lead of
4 .31 the diffusion indexes (and adjusted rates of change), particularly for
3 .43 the leading series, were substantial and the upward path of the curves
3 fairly smooth.
5 Therecord also shows (Table 16) that it has been possible to make
4 .86 a fairly good judgment on the ultimate relative severity of a contraction
5 .86 only a few months after the business cycle peak is reached, and shortly
4 .74 after it has been identified. The relative severity of the contractions fell
3 .74 into approximately their ultimate positions in the general index of the
leading series after only four months and in the general index of the
coincident series after six or seven months)4 Findings from similar
studies of expansions can also be helpful. Thus, it was clear after
fourteen months of the 1958-59 expansion, just before the 1959 steel
strike, that despite the temporary stimulus of the preparations for the
strike, this expansion was less vigorous than the two previous postwar
f coincident series
Forfuller discussion of this technique for making an early judgment on the
Rank 1 indicates ultimate severity of a recession, see "Measuring Recessions," by Geoffrey H. Moore,
Bu.sine.rs Cycle Indicators, Volume I, Chapter 5.
107I
recessions. It did not quite attain the same levels relative to the previous aggregate ad
peak in 1955 and was well below 1950. Immediately after the strike, the signs of i
the failure of new orders, the workweek, and other leading indicators
I earlier;for ex
to rise appreciably, if at all, above their prestrike levels raised further
I
stockprices, 1
doubts about its future vigor and duration. were rising. TI
There is another side to this story—the indicators occasionally give ing series 6u
false signals. Sometimes these are easy to explain; for exarrtple, most of
the leading business indicators pointed to a reversal of the upward and June
trend of the economy in 1951. Both the general indexes and the diffusion Although th€
indexes started down early that year, as did some of the important lead- I July30), unc4
ing indicators, such as the average workweek, new orders for durable in these mov
goods, and commercial and industrialconstruction contracts. Housing
I catorsin rela
starts and new business incorporations had started down even earlier. be well worti
The explanation for these declines in the face of a continued rise I Thevan
aggregate economic activity (though at a perceptibly slower rate)
I furtherwarn:
seems fairly clear. Shortly after the Korean War started in June 1950, example, 0cc;
many steps were taken to build up our defense facilities, and for a time be anticipate
both defense and nondefense industries prospered, especially since 1958 revival.
recovery from the 1948-49 recession was still in process. Later, however, that the rece5
a number of nondefense industries experienced contractions, but these leading serieE
were offset by expansion in defense industries so that aggregate activity turned up di
continued to rise. The mixed character of the expansion was reflected rUptedl)' upv
in the diffusion indexes and in many of the leading indicators, groups of
Another example, but of a quite different nature, is provided by the new orders,
situation in the summer of 1959. Again the diffusion indexes for both of the trough
the leading and coincident series declined, the general indexes declined, preceding tw
and many important individual leading indicators declined. These ing series tu:
declines were widely interpreted as due to the steel strike and were and fifteen in.
heavily discounted. They were, of course, followed by widespread in advance ol
rises immediately after the strike settlement in December. In this case The upt'
it is, however, also possible that some of the declines heralded a reces- notice of the
sion which was temporarily deferred by the strike, show that, of
The situation in the midd]e of 1956 is more difficult to explain, their lowest I
During this period, the diffusion indexes which had been declining sixteen were
hovered around 50 and actual]y fell substantial]y below that figure dropped to ni
severaltimes.Similarly, the general index for the leading series a new low.
started to decline. Some of the more important leading series were series as a gr
declining: for example, average hours worked, housing starts, new occurred at
investment orders and contracts, the net change in the number of new On occa
businesses, and corporate profits. Most of these declines were, however. characterizec
arrested and reversed later in the year. At any rate, a recession 'which expansion an
seemed fairly imminent in the middle of 1956 actually did not get under tively, a sign:,









































aggregate activity in the interim. just before the contraction did start,
the signs of it were no more decisive than they had been about a year
earlier; for example, shortly before the business cycle peak in july 1957,
stock prices, housing starts, and the general index for the leading series
were rising. The comprehensive one-month diffusion index for the lead-
ing series fluctuated around 50 until July 1957, and the one-month
comprehensive diffusion index for the coincident series rose in May
and June 1957 and stood above 50 in these two months and July as well.
Although the 1956 stee] strike was short (30 days—from June 30 to
july 30), uncertainties arising from it may have played an important role
in these movements. A thorough study of the performance of the indi-
cators in relation to economic developments during this period would
be well worthwhile.
The variations in the leads and the occasional coincidences are
further warnings of the pitfalls facing the user of these materials; for
example, occasionally the turn comes swiftly, and while its arrival may
be anticipated, the timing cannot be. This is well illustrated by the
1958 revival, One important group of indicators did show early evidence
that the recession was coming to an end—the diffusion indexes for the
leading series. The comprehensive diffusion index for the leading series
turned up during the winter of 1957 and continued almost uninter-
ruptedly upward. The diffusion indexes for almost all the important
groups of leading series had turned up: for example, hours worked,
new orders, stock prices, and industrial materials prices. At the month
of the trough the ]eads were, however, shorter than at the troughs of the
preceding two recessions. Thus, the comprehensive index for the lead-
ing series turned up fourteen months in advance of the 1949 trough
and fifteen months in advance of the 1954 trough, but only seven months
in advance of the 1958 trough.
The upturns in the leading series themselves gave little advance
notice of the 1958 revival. Thus, the timing distributions in Table 17
show that, of the twenty-five leading series, thirteen were currently at
their lowest level to date in January 1958, while in February as many as
sixteen were in this position. By March the number of new lows had
dropped to nine, and it remained there in April. In May only one reached
a new low. Thus, both the March and April figures for the leading
series as a group showed significant improvement, but these, of course,
occurred at or immediately before the actual trough date.
On occasion, the leads are very long. In an economy that has been
characterized for more than a hundred years by alternate waves of
expansion and contraction averaging thirty and twenty months respec-
tively, a signal twenty months in advance may be misleading. However,
if the business analyst takes into account not only the record of leads
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110and lags but also the rate and extent of the decline after a high has
been reached in a particular indicator, the degree to which its behavior
is consistent with other evidence relating to the same economic process,
its consilience with evidence on other economic processes, a long lead
may not result in a misinterpretation of the situation. Neverthless, there
are undoubted]y occasions when this happens.
Another problem is that itis frequently difficult to distinguish
betweencyclical and irregular movements. Sometimes movements which
appear to be cyclical changes, after allowing for irregular fluctuations,
prove abortive and are reversed after a few months, as before the
troughs in 1924 and 1933 and during the expansion of 1933-37.
Furthermore,the precise date of a business cycle peak or trough
often remains uncertain for years afterward, partly because of revisions
indata, but primarily because of the varying configuration of different
.1 measuresof aggregate activity. Consequently, precision in this matter
should not be expected in advance, Often the peak or trough month
cannot be confidently specified until at least several months after it
has passed. Thus, the July 1957 peak was somewhat more difficult
to identify than the July 1953 one, since there were more lags and
greater dispersion of turning dates (see Table 18). The 1960
peak was also difficult to specify because of the relatively slight changes
in the level of activity during the whole period from February to July.
Thereis also doubt about some of the trough dates. For example, at
thiswriting, in April 1961, it is not certain whether the 1954 trough
shouldbe dated in August or a few months earlier)5
There are also problems on the statistical side. The analyst of
current business conditions depends heavily upon preliminary figures,
which sometimes are only rough approximations of the more accurate
final figures. Seasonal adjustment factors are always based upon his-
torical data, and the implicit assumption of their applicability to current
data involves a margin of error. The smoothing of series, which can
accomplish much for historical time series, is considerably less useful
on a current basis. That is, there are many satisfactory smoothing for-
mulae for eliminating the irregular factor from historical series so
that the underlying trends are c]ear]y exposed; they cannot, however,
beapplied to current figures because the data for the future months
needed for the computations are not available. Such limitations of the
g dataare probably most significant at the very time the greatest
accuracy is required—around business cycle turning points. At such
critical stages of the cycle, the magnitude of the cyclical changes is
frequently smafler than at other stages.
Fora discussion of the National Bureau methods of selecting business cycle turn-
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In utilizing the indicators, itis important to bear in mind that
knowledge of a prospective reversal in business conditions does not
come at any one point in time. There are at first some very tentative
sugges'tions; for example, a rise in such lagging series as labor cost
per unit of output and inventories may occur months before a down-
turn. Later the leading series may decline, and some of the coincident
series may falter. Around suspected cyclical turning points, the situa-
tion must be reviewed each month in the light of new statistical data
(and other evidence), and the previous judgment reconsidered. That
is, the judgments made each month must be reconsidered in the light
of the additional evidence provided when data for the following month
become available. In this way, a hypothesis is tentatively formulated,
and later confirmed or rejected, as more information becomes available.
It is also necessary to emphasize that these indicators must be
used together with other data, which are arranged in a different frame-
work, such as the national income accounts. Findings from contem-
porary studies of industry, consumer, arid government trends and plans
are obviously pertinent. In addition, close attention must be paid to
contemporary industrial, financial, political, and international develop-
ments: for example, the Korean War during the 1949-53 expansion; the
1953, 1956, and especially 1959 steel strikes; the Suez crisis in the fall
of 1956; and the rapid shift from a government surplus position in the
winter of 1957 to a pronounced deficit early in 1959, and then back
again to a surplus position in the spring of 1960.
What can be said, on balance, of the usefulness of these forecasting
techniques? It seems reasonable to put the matter this way. In determ-
ining government or private policies that must take account of the busi-
ness cycle, itis not necessary to know in advance the exact month
when a turn will take place. It may be sufficient to know only that a turn
is ahead and about when—say, in what four- or five-month period—it
is apt to occur. Later it is helpful to know that it has just passed. Simi-
larly, it is not necessary to know exactly what the ultimate decline in a
current cyclical recession will be, nor exactly how it will rank in com-
parison with earlier recessions. It may be sufficient for practical pur-
poses to know that it is likely to be relatively mild, moderate, or severe.
Again, at the beginning of an expansion, only approximate answers
are needed in estimating when previous peak levels will be exceeded
and then what levels the expansion will ultimately attain. Our current
methods should, therefore, be judged against less exacting standards
than might be thought appropriate at first. In these terms, I would
conclude that the indicator series and summary measures provide a
sensitive and revealing picture of the ebb and flow of economic tides,
which a skillful analyst of the economic, political, and international
113scene can use to improve his chances of making a good forecast of
short-run economic trends. In summary, if one is aware of their limita-
tions and alert to events in the world around him, the indicators do
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6 Forsome other appraisals of the indicator approach, see Sydney S. Alexander,
"Bate of Change Approaches to Forecasting—Diffusion Indexes and First Differ-
ences" The Economic Journal, June 1958, pp. 288-301; Arthur L. Broida, 'Diffu-
sion Indexes," American Statistician, June 1955, pp. 7-16; Frank E. Morris, "The
Predictive Values of the National Bureau's Leading Indicators," Business Cycle
'Indicators, Volume 1,Chapter 4;Alexander Sachs, "The Cyclical Indicator
Approach," Tile Conference Board Business Record, April 1957; Leonard H.
Lempert, "On the Value of Cyclical Indicators," The Conference Board Business
Record, June 1957; Arthur M. Okun, "On the Appraisal of Cyclical Turning Point
Predictors," Journal of Business, April 1960, pp. 101-120.
See also the commentaries on the behavior of the cyclical indicators by Leonard
H. Lempert since April 1934 in the weekly report of Statistical Indicator Associates,
and by Frank E. Morris since August 1956 in his monthly economic indicator report
for the Investment Bankers Association. A similar monthly commentary on the
performance of analogous indicators in Canada by W. A. Beckett Asociates of
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